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Rising interest rates and inflation
(The views and opinions expressed in this blog are strictly those of the author.)

After much anticipation, the U.S. central bank finally increased its federal funds rate by 25 bps in December. This
event represents the second rate hike in more than a decade coming amid near full employment, rising inflation
expectations and strong economic growth. 

At the beginning of 2016, the Federal Reserve’s plans for "normalization" of interest rates fell off track due to meager
U.S. economic growth combined with fears of financial turbulence in China. Britain's shock vote to exit the European
Union in June dissuaded the Fed from raising rates. During the second half of 2016, increasingly positive U.S.
economic metrics have helped sway reluctant policymakers toward raising rates. Concerns that a rate increase
would interrupt a fledgling recovery amid directionless inflation and slack labor markets were overcome.

President-elect Donald Trump has proffered an economic policy that will include a major tax cut, an infrastructure
spending program and deregulation, all of which contribute to the recent specter of near-term, accelerating inflation
coupled with additional hikes in the fed interest rate. 

Given current U.S. economic expectations, I believe 2017 will be a terrific time to deploy capital into transient lodging
real estate assets that mark rents (average room rates) to market more often than buildings encumbered with long-
term, credit-worthy tenancies.

During the late 1970s and early ’80s, when the U.S. was experiencing double-digit annual inflation growth, hotel
assets were much better positioned to adjust rents compared with a 100%-occupied office building with 10- to 20-
year tenancies of government agencies. Clearly, hotel operating expenses will rise during any inflationary
environment. However, continuous repricing of room nights should allow for revenues to, at a minimum, keep pace
and in many situations, exceed such increases. Many lodging markets across the country reached peak occupancy
levels during 2015 and 2016, and should now be poised for operators to aggressively increase average daily rates.

All else being equal, an increase of interest rates should theoretically result in an increase to capitalization rates,
due to rising interest payments. However, the most recent de minimis federal funds increase was long anticipated
and generally baked into investor pricing before the announcement. If during the near term additional interest rate
increases accumulate to 100 bps or more, an altered yield curve slope would place upward pressure on the cost of
debt.  

Rising interest and inflation rates are typically a byproduct of growing economies, which in turn are positive for the
demand for lodging accommodations. Increasing hotel cash flows will mute a modest rise of interest and inflation
rates in the near term. Given the aforementioned factors, investor appetite in the lodging sector should gain strength
during 2017. 
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